Simulation of marker-assisted selection utilizing linkage disequilibrium: the effects of several additional factors.
Use was made of our published model and methods to investigate the effects of several additional factors on marker-assisted selection (MAS) utilizing linkage disequilibrium. The additional factors were: size of the sample used to estimate the marker quantitative trait locus (MQTL) association effects, the method used to estimate the MQTL effects, use of the average of the top MQTL estimates in selection rather than individual estimates, size of the selection population, and the crossing of duplicate selection lines to generate further linkage disequilibrium and further selection response. The average map distance between the quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and their nearest marker was 0.15 Morgans. Use of estimates of MQTL effects derived by least squares yielded smaller selection responses than estimates derived by mixed-model methods. Selection responses were also reduced by using a smaller sample for estimating the associations because MQTL effects were less well estimated. This applied to selection on the MQTL effects themselves and to selection combining the MQTL with phenotypic information. Thus, poorly estimated MQTL effects added noise to the system and reduced selection response in combined selection. Using the average of the top MQTL estimates, rather than individual estimates, also reduced selection response. New linkage disequilibrium, generated by crossing two lines selected from the same population, did not lead to additional selection response in the cross line. These results show limitations to MAS using linkage disequilibrium until close linkages of markers and QTLs are available.